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!  http://barabasi.com/networksciencebook/ 

sources (background on network science, SIR disease propagation, ...) 
 
!  book by Kiss, Miller and Simon (2017) 
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motivation: spread of 2013-2016 Ebola epidemic 

!  Guinea, Sierra Leone, Liberia 

!  goal: develop modeling 
framework 

!  random networks 

!  spatial structure! 

!  disease propagation 
(stochastic, DEs for 
insight) 
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!  part A: models and algorithms for networks 
–  “introduction to network science” 
–  random spatial networks 
–  algorithms for efficient network generation 
–  application: small worlds with spatial structure 

!  part B: disease propagation on networks 
–  propagation of Susceptible-Infectious-Recovered (SIR) disease 
–  stochastic simulation algorithms 
–  exact analytic models, and simulations 
–  applications 

two parts of my presentation 
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random spatial networks (RSNs)  
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!  SIR compartmental model – well-mixed populations 

B1: Susceptible-Infectious-Recovered (SIR) models 










[Kiss, Miller, Simon]
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!  SIR model on networks 

–  infection transmission processes 

–  recovery processes  

!  each process is modeled as a Poisson process (Markovian, independent): 
 events occur continuously and independently at a constant (average) rate 

 
!  for a given state of the network: l processes, each is a Poisson process 

 number of occurrences         is Poisson distributed 

Susceptible-Infectious-Recovered (SIR) models 
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!  SIR model on networks 

!  Poisson distribution: 

Susceptible-Infectious-Recovered (SIR) models 
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!  Poisson process: 
–  first arrival time is exponentially distributed, with rate : 
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(1) Gillespie algorithm: 

B2: stochastic simulation algorithms for SIR propagation on networks 
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Gillespie algorithm 
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[Kiss, Miller, Simon]
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!  Gillespie can be slow when there are many “active” processes in a large network 

(2) event-driven simulation method 
 
 
 

–  observation: when a node gets infected, times for further infection transmission events and the 
recovery event can be computed independent from anything else that will happen in the 
network 

–  compute these times, and store them in a priority queue (heap) (unless an event won’t have an 
effect) 

–  process events in the priority queue in order (generating more events as needed) 
–  efficient: when an event happens, we know immediately what kind of event it is (and which 

node)  

stochastic simulation algorithms for SIR propagation on networks 
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max-heap: adding an element 
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max-heap: removing the largest element 
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[Kiss, Miller, Simon]
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!  small-world Random Spatial Network 
–  most connections are local 
–  small fraction of long-range connections 

–  MOVIE 

–  observe: small-world effects 

–  observe: traveling waves! 

B3: SIR spread on RSNs: simulations 
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!  local connections only: 

SIR spread on RSNs: simulations 
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!  RSNs are “locally tree-like”: probability a node is in a cycle of length D vanishes as n increases 

!  let’s derive an exact SIR differential equation model in the limit of high node density! 

!  consider a random node u 

                      : probability a random neighbor of u has not transmitted infection to u 
 
–  probability a node with        is susceptible (has not been transmitted to): 

B4: exact analytic PIDE models for SIR propagation on RSNs 
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!  evolution equation for  
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!  evolution equation for  
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B5: traveling wave properties 
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!  MOVIES 

–  local connections 

–  local + global connections: small worlds, also without clustering (with “proximity”) 

–  random connections 

B6: numerical experiments – “small worlds” with spatial structure 
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!  recall: Watts-Strogatz “small world” networks 

!  small world: 
–  large average local clustering coefficient 
–  small average (shortest) path length 

small world networks with spatial structure (RSNs) 
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!  RSNs: define local proximity coefficient 

–  first normalize all distances: 

–  define local proximity coefficient: 

–  average local proximity coefficient: 
   

small world networks with spatial structure (RSNs) 
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!  high density, N>>N0: unclustered small world 
–  low clustering 
–  high proximity 
–  low (average) shortest path 
still small world! (local, and global, structure) 

small worlds with spatial structure 

!  low density, N=N0: small world 
–  high clustering, high proximity 
–  low (average) shortest path 
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small-world effect: 
!  local propagation 

(traveling wave) due 
to local structure 
(proximity, not 
clustering) 

!  long-range jumps 
due to small-world 
property 

for spatial networks, 
proximity is important in 
determining whether 
small-world effects occur, 
rather than clustering 

big$world:$local$
propaga.on$

small$world:$local$and$
global$propaga.on$

uniform$world:$only$
global$propaga.on$
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!  random networks with spatial structure (RSN) 
!  efficient network generation algorithms 
!  efficient stochastic simulation algorithms 
!  analytical equations may be derived, may provide insight (traveling waves, parameter regimes, ...) 

!  applications: spreading processes on spatial networks 
–  realistic spatial connectivity patterns, degree distributions 
–  Ebola, plague, ... 

B7: summary and conclusions 
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summary and conclusions 




[Barabasi]   
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!  network science is 

–  interesting (also algorithmically) 

–  potentially powerful, for broad applications 

–  links with P(I)DEs, waves, ... 

–  potential applications in computational social science 

!  thank you! 

some final words ... 


